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THIS IS OUR ANNUAL Readers’ survey. This year we confirmed 
the training and keeping of qualified installers is a major con-
cern, and a topic we will continue to cover in the magazine. 

Diversification
Do you sell or rent products  
other than flooring? 

 22% Wall tile

 19% Cleaning supplies

 14% Accessories 

 8% Lighting

 6% Curtains, shades or drapes

 5%  Cleaning equipment 
  (vacuums, shampooers, sanders)

 5% Tapestries or framed products 
  for the wall

 4% Wallpaper

Feedback 2013
Canadian industry snapshot:
Coverings READERS’ SURVEY

Cleaning supplies and wall tiles topped the list of al-
ternative product offerings in flooring stores. 

Interestingly, almost 75 percent of respondents 
believe Canada can support its own flooring-industry 
trade show. 

Many of you also value — or want to see more 
of — the kind of content we provide, including new 
products, business and economic news, and new 
ideas. An important note: we have heard also from 
suppliers they would like to see a larger magazine. 
This is our goal. However, trade magazines must have 
advertisers that wish to address the readership. We 
have had marvelous response from our existing ad-
vertisers, and they have been getting response on 
their ads. However, we need to increase our ad pages 
to increase our editorial coverage, which will include 
more economic news, more on costs of compliance 
and regulations, more on marketing ideas and more 
on the industry in Canada. A healthy industry has 
healthy media and healthy suppliers. Please let your 
suppliers know you read Coverings.

The following is a full report of the findings of 
the survey. Please feel free to read and reply.

— Kerry Knudsen, Publisher

Business challenges
What challenges do you face as a business? 

  32% Economy

 26% Revenues

 20% Regulations

 20% Human Resources
Other answers: Overhead; Cheaper competition; In 
BC the HST tax situation played a part in our loss of 
sales, especially during the period when people were 
voting to abolish it. The uncertainty at that time 
resulted in the consumer holding back and taking a 
“wait and see” attitude.
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Installers
What challenges do you have in hiring  
and keeping installers? 

  38% Not trained properly

 28% Not experienced enough

 14% Don’t stay long enough 
  with the company 
Other answers: Unreliable and working for cash; 
Salary demands; Unreliable; Attitude and authority 
problems; Hard to find people to learn trade; As out-
side service providers they want to keep busy and will 
not always be available when you want them partic-
ularly if they have a necessary skill you require, e.g. 
welding vinyl seams; Incompetent, unreliable

Product directory
Would you like to receive a printed product 
source directory once each year? 

  62% Yes

 38% No

Your company size
Including installation contractors, how many 
people do you employ? 

  40% Five or fewer

 31% Five to 10

 16% 10 to 20 

 13% More than 20 

Your customer
Which of the following would you describe  
as your customer? 

 31% Consumer/Residential

 23% Commercial/Institutional

 6% Industrial

 19% Architects and Designers

 17% Builder/Developer 

Feedback 2013

Reader comments
What is Coverings lacking editorially that we 
can provide, or what would you like to see 
changed or removed?

All good.

Better separation in residential and commercial flooring  
segments in all aspects; products, regulations, techniques

I think the safety and installation info is so important and feel 
should be more of a feature we can all work better at.

I’d like to see more in-depth on retail products vs. so much  
commercial.

Don’t change anything I like it like it is. Thanks for what you do!

I have really no opinion.

I would like to know more about regulations about flooring,  
if there are any. Very good magazine.

I like to see more information about materials and installation.

Would like to see more input and interviews with the Managers, 
owners, CEOs of Canadian distributors, we think their custom-
ers deserve more information about their vision for the floor-
ing industry, why they make certain decisions about pricing, 
inventory, new products.

Interior Designer --I specify product to clients and have my own 
installer.  I am interested in NEW products. 

More Canadian info.

No comment.

I enjoy the editorial views whether I agree or disagree with them. 
I like the fact that I do not always agree with the editor’s opin-
ion, but like the way he presents his views.

Technical tip/Ask and expert area - short form - where technical 
experts are called upon to make recommendations to address 
relevant installation, material, or environmental challenges.

Flooring inspection case studies  are required and list of flooring 
inspectors are also good to know , in addition to advertising 
tools are needed . Thank you.

I look to Coverings for industry issues , not political comments 
etc.

More products.

More focus on commercial floorcovering and issues surrounding 
that segment of the industry.

Sorry, but I enjoy the editorial content. You don’t always have to 
agree but more times than not, the comments are right on. It is 
thought provoking and informative.

More tech. 

A little more material on the tile, new materials etc.

More projects & more visuals. Articles on transition profiles to  
different materials to help the aesthetics & performance. 

Just more of the same, more articles, more pages!

Nothing to change, just keep growing and supporting  
CANADIAN FLOORING STANDARDS. Thank you.
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Social marketing
Do you promote your business  
through social media?

If so, how would you describe your R.O.I.? 

  58% No

 42% Yes

 7% Excellent

 10% Above expectations

 59% Not sure

 21% Below expectations

 3% Very poor 

Your inbox
Based on your experience of e-promotions,  
do you want magazine companies to “push” 
daily digital content to your mailbox? 

  89% No

 11% Yes

Magazine standards
Do you value Coverings’ standards-based ap-
proach to journalism, which includes editorial 
independence and reader-focused content? 

  91% Yes

 0% No

A Canadian show?
Do you think Canada can support its own 
floorcovering/tile-and-stone trade show? 

  75% Yes

 25% No

Commentary
I enjoy the controversial editorial comment on 
Page 5 of each issue of Coverings. 

  25% Agree strongly

 47% Agree

 27% Neither agree nor disagree 

 0% Disagree 

 0% Disagree strongly

Design services
Does your company provide  
in-house design services?

  51% Yes

 42% No

 7% Not applicable

What design professionals do you hire?

  49% Interior designer(s)

 35% Interior decorator(s)
Other answers: Architects; Cost consultants; CET;  
Engineers; Mech’l Elect’l & Structural Engineers

Business coverage
I would like Coverings to continue its features 
on commerce and regulations. 

  33% Agree strongly

 54% Agree

 13% Neither agree nor disagree 

 0% Disagree 

 0% Disagree strongly


